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To all whon, it in Culf CO7 ceili, 
Be it known that I, ADDIE DICKMAN MIL 

LER, of Portland, in the county of Multnomah 
and State of Oregon, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Dish-Wash 
ing Machines; and I do hereby declare that the 
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip 
tion thereof, reference being had to the ac 
companying drawings, and to the letters of 
reference marked thereon, which form part 
of this specification, in which- o - 

Figure 1 is a central vertical longitudinal section through my improved dish-Washing 
machine. Fig.2 is a view of one of the lower 
plate-racks detached. Fig. 3 is a yiew of the 
upper plate-rack detached. Fig. 4 is a view 
of one of the cup-racks, removed. Fig. 5 is 
a central transverse vertical Sectional view of 
the machine. 
This invention is an improvement in dish 

washing machines, and its principal object 
is to provide a vessel in which the plates, &c., 
can be placed over and around a revoluble 
dasher-wheel of peculiar construction, and to 
provide a compact arrangement of racks for 
holding the plates, dishes, &c.; and to this end 
the invention consists in the novel construc 
tion of the dasher-wheel, the racks, and in 
the combination and arrangement of parts 
hereinafter more particularly Specified and 
claimed. 

Referring to the drawings by letter, A des 
ignates a vessel, preferably of tin or galvan 
ized iron, and rectangular in cross-section or 
box-like in appearance. Its, bottom is de 
pressed from all sides toward its center, as in 
dicated, so as to drain sediment and Water to 
an outlet-opening in the center of the bottom 
communicating with a short drain-pipe B, that 
is provided with a cock or stopper to prevent 
escape of water when the machine is in use. 
The cover c is hinged to the box and is 

arched longitudinally, being highest at cell 
ter, as indicated. 
C designates the dasher-wheel composed of 

end disks cc, mounted on a shaft C, jour 
naled in proper bearings in the sides of the 
box or in hangers c' c', attached to the sides 
of the box, as shown. The dasher-blades C 
of this wheel are formed of metallic strips, 
which are first bent transversely into con 
cavo-convex shape. These strips are then 

bent on a central longitudinal line backward 
or folded with their concave faces outermost, 
So that each Strip forms two blades which 
curve in opposite directions. These strips 
are secured to the end disks cc in any suit 
able manner, and when the wheel is revolved 
in either direction will lift and dash the wa 
ter forcibly against the sides and top of the 
box. It is best to revolve the wheel alter 
nately in opposite directions. 
D designates a small pinion on shaft C', 

meshing with a gear D', mounted on a stub 
shaft E, journaled in the side of the box and 
in a bracket d, attached thereto, as shown. 
Shaft E projects through the side of the box 
and has on its Outer end a crank-arm handle 
by which it can be revolved, thereby trans 
mitting a rapid motion to wheel C. 
F F designate rack-frames, preferably 

formed of wire, and consisting of a series of 
Wire loops ff, bent into arc shape of about a 
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quarter-circle extent, the two longer sides of 
the loops being bent on parallel arcs of a 
large and small circle having a common axis. 
A series of such loops are arranged parallel 
With each other and about a half-inchor so 
apart, and are united by transverse tie-wires 
f'f', soldered or otherwise fastened to the 
loops at the point of intersection therewith, 
as indicated. Two of these frames F are used, 
placed on opposite sides of the wheels, and 
extending over the latter and retained in posi 
tion by lugs g g on the bottom of the vessel, 
and their upper ends resting against each 
other or against pins G. G., projecting from the 
sides of the Vessel or hangers c' just above 
the wheel C, as shown. 
H designates another rack-frame, which is 

composed of a series of parallel wires 7, 7, 
each bent on the arc of a large circle and con 
nected at their ends to one side of narrow rect 
angular wire loops H" H', which rest upon 
lugs i , attached to the ends of the box and 
support frame H above the frames F F, as 
shown. 
J J designate the cup-racks, two being em 

ployed and mounted above frame H and at 
each side of the vessel and overreaching 
frame H, their ends meeting at center, as 
shown. Each frame J is formed of two side 
wires ji, bent on arcs of about an eighth of 
a circle, and united at their extremities by 
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transverse wires)") and a series of interme 
diate wires J J', which are formed at inter 
als with upstanding short return-bend loops 
K K, the wires J being arranged in paral 
lel series and united at their ends to the 
transverse wires'. At the lower side of each 
frame J is a horizontal narrow rectangular 
portion k, formed of wires arranged length 
wise and crosswise, as shown, and which rest 
upon studs LI on the ends of the vessel, as 
shown, while the upper cnids of frames J rest 
upon studs l l on the inner sides of the ves 
sel, as shown. The cover closes neatly over 
frames J. lframes F IF are adapted to hold 
saucers, plates, and other flat pieces of table 
service set edgewise between the wires there 
of, as indicated, and frames II sustain the 
larger pieces of service, such as meat-dishes, 
&c., also set edgewise to the wheel, while 
cups, glasses, &c., can be hung On the loops 
of frames J J and larger vegetable dishes and 
miscellaneous articles placed on the same. 
By this arrangement of racks all the dishes, 
&c., are arranged in such manner that they 
present an edge to the wheel and will not in 
terfere with the dashing of water by the wheel 
through the interior of the vessel onto all the 
plates and dishes therein. The shape of the 
wheel-blades or buckets forcibly dashes the 
water against the plates in a continuous 
shower and through the entire interior of the 
vessel. The Water should about half cover 
the Wheel, andl as the Vessel is of metal it can 
be placed on a stove and kept heated. 

Fresh water can be added through the 
top, as desired, and the foul water drawn off 
through the spout at bottom without remov 
ing the plates or dishes until all the latter are 
properly cleansed. The water on the plates 
instantly drains therefrom back onto the bot 
tom of the vessel, where it is drawn off, so that 

by a few revolutions of the dry-wheel as a 
fan and by letting the articles remain a few 
minutes after the revolution of the wheel is 
stopped, no wiping of the dishes will be nec 
essary, as they can be removed clean and dry. 
The racks it will be observed are all re 

movable, so that either one or more or all the 
different racks can be used, as desired. The 
racks being of open wire-Work, as shown and 
described, hardly interfere with the dashing 
of water at all, and there is but slight con. 
tact between the racks and plates, &c., Sup 
ported thereby. 

IIaving described my invention, what I 
claim as new, and desire to Secure by Letters 
IPatent thereon, is 

1. The combination, with the vessel and 
dasher-wheel, substantially as described, of 
the pair of semicircular racks FF, formed of 
arc-shaped wire loops ff, united by trans 
verse wires, substantially as specified. 

2. The combination of the Vessel and the 
dasher-wheel therein, having curved blades, 
With the wire plate-racks and wire cup-hold 
ing racks JJ, formed at intervals with upstand 
ing loops or pieces K Ix, substantially as de 
scribed. 

3. The combination of the vessel and the 
dasher-wheel mounted therein, having op 
positely-curved blades C, substantially as 
described, with the Supporting-racks in said 
vessel above and partly surrounding said 
wheel, substantially as specified. 
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 

my own I affix my signature in presence of 
two witnesses. 

AI) DE I) (IVMAN MILLER. 
Witnesses: 

E. M. MILLER, 
F. R. OSBORN. 
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